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Trip Introduction 
Paragliding in Nepal  is a generally new experience sport in Nepal. It is genuinely brilliant 
and satisfying knowledge in this Himalayan nation. You can encounter unparalleled 
beautiful glory as you share airspace with Himalayan griffin vultures, birds, kites, while 
gliding over towns, cloisters, sanctuaries, lakes and wildernesses, with an incredible 
perspective on the glorious Himalayas. Paragliding in Nepal gives an opportunity for aerial 
view of the Himalayas. A trip will take you over some of the best scenery on earth, as you 
share airspace with Himalayan griffin vultures, eagles, kites and float over villages, 
monasteries, temples, lakes and jungle, with a fantastic view of the majestic Himalaya. 

The primary zone for flying in Nepal is the Annapurna district, all the more explicitly the 
Pokhara valley. This lakeside town is Nepal’s second “city”, settled at the foot of the 
Annapurna Himal. The perspectives are incredible here. Coasting is a climate ward sports 
and the flying season in Nepal initiates from November through February, the greatest 
months being November and December. The take – off point for these flights is Sarankot 



(1592m.) which additionally offers prime perspectives on Phewa lake and mountains at 
dawn and dusk (gave the skies are clear) and the arrival is by the Phewa lake. No past 
experience is required as qualified pilots give a short instructions before propelling. 

Bundles Offered 

Annapurna Panorama Flights 

We take a 20 min jeep ride from Pokhara to Sarangkot the perspective 2000ft above 
Lakeside. From here we can see 3 of the most astounding mountains on the planet. 
Dhaulagiri, Annapurna, Manasulu, all more than 8000 m. We offer 3 kinds of pair departure 
from here. 

Phewa Tal View 

In the first part of the day and late evening these 15min flights give you a sample of 
revealed flight, taking you over Pokhara lake and afterward arriving by a Lakeside bar. 

Cloud buster 

This late morning flight gives you the rush of high trip as we warm up above Sarangkot in 
the organization of falcons and vultures. It takes from 30minutes to 60 minutes. We land by 
the lake. 

Crosscountry 

This offers you the opportunity to experience flying starting with one valley then onto the 
next. Utilizing thermals, mists and winged creatures to manage us, we take you on a 
remarkable adventure north of Pokhara towards the enormous mountains. We fly as long as 
we can and plan to come back to Pokhara that evening. 

Aerobatic Flying 

The greatest shot of adrenaline in the Himalayas. See what our reality class air pilots can do 
with a wing as you circle, turn and winding through the air. Performing moves are classified 
“Helicopter” “SAT” “Back-fly” “Tumble” and “Wing over”. This 10 to 20 minutes flight will 
flabbergast your. For more information please CONTACT US. 

 

https://www.snowydreamworld.com/contact-us/

